
Gummy Worms VERSUS Other Humans

favorite recreational activity is kissing chasing devils, dino only had one 
tooth (they really had dentures), will discover that discovery of something 

discovers. 
He will marry everyone in the world with Other Humans. 

Opening Theme - D’s
Write D Arppesios

INTRO- Each character comes out like Kung Fu Panda

PIZZA (Melody): I am Oragumm! Panda! - I make an army out of my 
creations that destroy my enemies with paper cuts!

SKITTLES (Calondra): Oh yeah!  I am Spotty Cheetah the Dance Master. I 
can destroy you with throwing spots that make you dance all night.  Isn’t 
that right Sylvain? ... Yes!

PIZZA (Daphne): I am Wise3wise2wise1.  I have the power of being a 
smart aleck and harnessing the laws of Awesome!

SKITTLES (Nathan): I am Apa Idapathetician. I have the power of putting 
people to sleep.  Boring them to apathy.

PIZZA (Brandon): I am Native American Braneagledon and I have heat 
lazers that warm up coffee in the morning.

SKITTLES (Ethan): I am Mindcraft Steve and I can find the diamond that is 
in your heart... and sell it on eBay.

PIZZA (Maya): I am the Ultimate Nothing of Nothing Land . . . I defeat my 
enemies by making them always draw a blank!

SKITTLES (  ): I am Fishguy Unbattered.  I have the power of being able to 
blink so fast I can open and close worm holes of space and time.



PIZZA (  ): I am Kung Fu Brakturtlini.  I am a powerful being that moves so 
slow I cause traffic jams that will bring your city commerce to its knees.

- - Shield then Sword - - MOVE and CHANT

NARRATOR: So the battle wages on between the Skittles (ALL STOP ON 
THE SKITTLES SIDE AND WIGGLE THEIR BACKSIDES) and the PIZZA 
(ALL STOP ON THE PIZZA SIDE AND LAUGH IN A FUNNY FASHION)

Why did this conflict begin you wonder?  It happened so long ago that no 
one really knows . . .
Scholars believe that it was because...because...because...because... This 
epic battle will definitely hold up the morale values of because... and if 
one...if one side doesn’t win then we will lose because forever.  Then no 
one will ever, ever, ever, never . . . Because!!!

WE ALL PAUSE - That was kind of weird.

SPACE SOUNDS - SWAYING LIKE TREES - PLAY: TREE SONG

NARRATOR:  Meanwhile on the play lot (True Song) Venus- Venusian 
Bass trees were swaying in harmony.  They were concerned that the War 
of Because was tearing the universe apart.  Did they need to intercede?

Did the need to send in Mr. Cutie the man eating gerbil?

- SING SONG -
Should they ignore it and just go out and party?

-PLAY: BIG NOISE JAM -

They decide to use their mind controlling Bass rosin to take over these 
people to end the conflict (THROW BALLS OUT ON STAGE)

ALL PAUSE

That was wacky!!!



-MELLOWSHIP SONG - Make up lyrics about taking over. 
(SING PIZZA, PIZZA, PIZZA, SKITTLES)

“We can’t stop playing the beautiful Instruments.”  “ I love my Bass so 
much, I am going to stop fighting.”  
ALL SAY: “I love to lick the rosin.” Mmmmm...

ALL PAUSE

That is very, very, very potentially dangerous.

PLAY: SLAP THE BUG SONG

NARRATION:  “At this time we’d like to have a moment of silence to 
remember all those who are in the past.  There was Skinnytar.  There was 
Japanezze.  And of course Mr. Cutie.

NARRATION: So all is right in the world as the music of Bass soothed the 
Pizza People and Skittles People.  Over the years many of the two tribes 
would think it was silly that they had fought for so long just because... 
because... because... because.  And each year they came together for a 
big festival in which they ate Skittle Pizza and danced the night away.

END


